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Overview
Setting the scene – what is ‘transnational
corporate bribery’?
Understanding how finances are ‘organised’
– The finances for transnational corporate bribery
– The finances from transnational corporate bribery

So what? Making sense of it all…

What is ‘transnational corporate
bribery’?
TCB involves ostensibly ‘noncriminal’ commercial
enterprises that operate in licit
markets but that use illicit
means (i.e. bribes and
inducements) to win or maintain
business contracts in foreign
jurisdictions.

TCB involves
SUBSTANTIAL finances

Understanding ‘organisation’ and how
finances are ‘organised’
•

Crime scripts and crime commission

•

Opportunities, patterns and routine
activities
– Situational opportunities and routine
activities/component parts
– (Pre-existing/ephemeral) cooperating
networks in ready-made markets
– The intersection of nodes across paths,
and edges

•

Bribery requires legitimate occupational
positions and organisational settings:
– Legitimate access to offending location,
spatial separation from ‘victims’, actions
appear superficially legitimate
– Bribery parasitical on legitimate business
processes
– Intermediaries/agents (e.g. less regulated
nodes) provide access to external sources

Differentiating between:
NECCESSITY and CONTINGENCY
of the crime commission process

Area of CONTINGENCY
(i.e. conditions)
Suitable target

INPUTS
(i.e. diversion of
funds for bribes)

Likely/motivated
(cooperating)
offenders
Area of NECESSITY:
(i.e. crime event)
Illicit two-way bribery
transaction at particular
time/place
- opportunities, patterns
and routine activities

Guardians / managers
/ handlers (lack of)

OUTPUTS
(i.e. advantages
generated)

Enablers/facilitators
e.g. facilitating actors and
tools, concealing proceeds
Feedback:
Laundering / concealment
(i.e. reinvesting profits for
future bribery)

OUTCOMES
(i.e.
continuance
of business)

Some contingent factors shaping
finances for and from TCB
Contingent factors (i.e. nature of conditions at a particular place, time)
Purpose and form of bribery

Example: monetary (cash, kickbacks) or non-monetary
(gifts, services, favours)? Intent to obtain contract or
facilitate business?

Nature of criminal/social network

Example: ‘Ordinary employees’, ‘middle-managers’
and/or ‘board/executives’. Individual actors operating in
small groups within and outside of corporate or more
extensive?

Nature of organisation

Example: Use of corporate vehicles/offshore accounts,
intermediaries and agents etc

Level of pervasiveness

Example: Isolated, discrete incidents or systemic/ongoing states and conditions?

Level of intent

Example: Preplanned, intermediate, slippery slope? (see
Levi)

Size of business

Example: SMEs, MNCs?

The finances for (inputs) transnational
corporate bribery
•

Rational (and amoral!) economic decisions to ‘make the most of’ some criminal
opportunities

Three key issues:
A. WHAT needs to be financed,
B. HOW MUCH finance is needed; and,
C. HOW are the processes inherent within this organised to
generate these finances
•

Finances needed for direct (the actual content of the bribe) and indirect
(resources) costs of bribery

•

Key methods and features:
– usually diversion of internal corporate funds via sometimes simplistic or sometimes
more complex means (e.g. slush funds hidden within obscure accounts to make
cash pay-offs, or inclusion of ‘kickback’ schemes as part of contracts). What about
cash?
– Deception, abuse of trust, concealment/conspiracy

The finances from (outputs)
transnational corporate bribery
Three key issues:
D.

E.
F.
•

Advantages are often tangible such as contracts but more difficult with
regards expediting services
–

•

the DIFFERENT FORMS OF PROCEEDS that emerge out of the
bribery,
how offenders must CONCEAL the derivation of funds from these
crimes while also RETAINING CONTROL over them; and,
how they must OVERCOME PARTICULAR OBSTACLES and problems.

in both cases, finances/profits/advantages are generated, either directly or
indirectly

Key methods and features:
–
–
–

Concealment
Facilitation and cooperation with internal/external actors
Neutralising/circumventing control and intervention

So what? Making sense of it all…
• Understanding how the finances for and the finances from
TCB are organised and identifying common modus
operandi/modes of thinking, can:
– inform intelligence-led, ‘smart’ interventions
• i.e. where, and how, to direct resources to vulnerable points in the
processes for disruption/reduction of opportunity

– inform potential areas for data collection
• i.e. ‘big data’, forensic accounting, to identify anomalies and inform
case construction

– inform recovery of the proceeds
• i.e. identification of assets and disgorgement of profits

